Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) perform numerous functions during neural development. An individual CAM can play different roles during each stage of neuronal differentiation; however, little is known about how such functional switching is accomplished. Here we show that Drosophila N-cadherin (CadN) is required at multiple developmental stages within the same neuronal population and that its sub-cellular expression pattern changes between the different stages. During development of mushroom body neurons and motoneurons, CadN is expressed at high levels on growing axons, whereas expression becomes downregulated and restricted to synaptic sites in mature neurons. Phenotypic analysis of CadN mutants reveals that developing axons require CadN for axon guidance and fasciculation, whereas mature neurons for terminal growth and receptor clustering. Furthermore, we demonstrate that CadN downregulation can be achieved in cultured neurons without synaptic contact with other cells. Neuronal silencing experiments using Kir 2.1 indicate that neuronal excitability is also dispensable for CadN downregulation in vivo. Interestingly, downregulation of CadN can be prematurely induced by ectopic expression of a nonselective cation channel, dTRPA1, in developing neurons. Together, we suggest that switching of CadN expression during neuronal differentiation involves regulated cation influx within neurons.
Introduction
Cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) and receptor proteins control various developmental processes during neural circuit formation. Some of the CAMs and receptors that regulate axon guidance are also required for normal synaptogenesis and synaptic plasticity. The distinct requirements for CAMs and receptors in these different developmental processes suggest that the expression and function of these proteins are coordinated with neuronal differentiation. The mechanisms involved in such functional switching are poorly understood.
Classic cadherins are one such class of proteins that have distinct roles in developing and mature neurons. They are an evolutionarily conserved family of calcium-dependent homophilic CAMs. Among the classic cadherins, N-cadherin has been most extensively studied. Vertebrate N-cadherin is widely expressed in neural tissues during embryonic development as well as in the mature nervous system (Suzuki and Takeichi, 2008) . Neurodevelopmental studies in a variety of vertebrate and invertebrate models, including chick, rat, zebrafish, Drosophila, and C. elegans, have implicated N-cadherin in axonal outgrowth, fasciculation, target selection, and dendritic arborization during early stages of developments. Moreover, N-cadherin regulates neurite extension in cultured neurons (Matsunaga et al., 1988; Doherty et al., 1991; Doherty et al., 1992) . In vivo, it controls axon guidance and targeting of retinal, olfactory, thalamocortical, and motor axons (Inoue and Sanes, 1997; Iwai et al., 1997; Lee et al., 2001; Broadbent and Pettitt, 2002; Masai et al., 2003; Poskanzer et al., 2003; Hummel and Zipursky, 2004; Zhu and Luo, 2004) . During later stages of development, N-cadherin expression often becomes restricted to presynaptic transmitter release zones and to postsynaptic densities (Yamagata et al., 1995; Fannon and Colman, 1996; Uchida et al., 1996; Benson and Tanaka, 1998; Elste and Benson, 2006) . siRNA knockdown of N-cadherin attenuated the growth of dendritic spines on cultured hippocampal neurons, suggesting that postsynaptic N-cadherin is required for synapse formation (Saglietti et al., 2007) . Moreover, N-cadherin contributes to the stabilization of glutamate-receptor (GluR) clustering (Coussen et al., 2002; Nuriya and Huganir, 2006; Saglietti et al., 2007) , as well as to activity-dependent synaptic plasticity (Tang et al., 1998; Bozdagi et al., 2000; Jüngling et al., 2006) . Drosophila mutant analysis also revealed that its N-cadherin homolog, CadN, participates in organizing the ultrastructure of the synapses between photoreceptor cells and postsynaptic L-cells (Iwai et al., 2002) .
These results indicate that N-cadherin is required for axonal growth, dendritic morphogenesis, and synaptogenesis during development, as well as for synaptic transmission and synaptic plasticity in the mature nervous systems. However, in most cases it has not been shown that N-cadherin has multiple functions within the same neuron. The only in vivo exception to this is for Drosophila photoreceptor cells, where CadN is required for both axon targeting and creation of a normal synaptic ultrastructure, but a detailed analysis of the dynamics of CadN expression in these cells during neuronal maturation has not been performed Iwai et al., 2002) .
In this paper, we examined whether there are distinct requirements for Drosophila CadN function during axonal outgrowth and synaptogenesis within defined neuronal populations in vivo. We focused on two sets of neurons, mushroom body (MB) neurons and motoneurons, each of which has distinct advantages for morphological analysis. The MB, a brain center for olfactory associative memory, is composed of thousands of neurons that are continuously derived from MB-specific neuroblasts until the late pupal stage. MBs therefore provide an opportunity to observe newly born neurons and mature neurons simultaneously, although the neurites are too small for fine structural analysis under light microscopy. On the other hand, motoneuronal networks innervating larval body wall muscles display simple trajectories and have large glutamatergic neuromuscular junctions (NMJs). The neuromuscular networks are assembled by the end of embryogenesis and subsequent growth of NMJs during larval life is regulated by neuronal activity. The predictable developmental pattern of embryonic motoneurons as well as the stereotyped cytoarchitecture of the NMJ allow for high-resolution imaging and quantification of axonal projection patterns and NMJ structure with single-synapse resolution.
Here we demonstrate that CadN expression is similarly altered during neuronal differentiation in both circuits. In developing neurons, high levels of CadN are distributed diffusely along axons. Expression is downregulated as neurons mature and concentrated to areas adjacent to presynaptic and postsynaptic sites. Mutant analyses confirm that CadN is necessary for axon guidance and synaptogenesis in both circuits. Low-density neuronal culture experiments suggest that the developmental switch in the CadN expression pattern is triggered by a cell-autonomous program independent of synaptic contacts. We also show that activation of an ectopically expressed temperature-sensitive cation channel, dTRPA1, in developing MB neurons can prematurely shift CadN expression to the mature pattern, implying that cation influx controls the switching process.
Materials and Methods

Drosophila Stocks
Oregon R, w 1118 , OK107 (Bloomington Stock Center (BSC)), 201Y (BSC), elav-Gal4 (II, BSC), UAS-mCD8GFP (II, BSC), UAS-mCD8GFP (III, BSC), CadN 18A stop (Nern et al., 2005) , CadN M12 (Iwai et al., 1997) , CadN M19 (Iwai et al., 1997) , CadN Δ14 , CadN2 Δ7 , UAS-CadN (X) (Iwai et al., 1997) , UAS-dTRPA1 (II, BSC), UAS-Kir 2.1 (Baines et a., 2001) , CadN M19 FRT40A, and CadN Δ14 FRT40A were used.
Immunostaining
For MB preparations, the dissected brains were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at room temperature. Washing was done with 0.3% Triton X-100 in PBS. Blocking was done in PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100, 0.1% BSA, and 5% normal goat serum. Incubation with primary and secondary antibodies was done overnight at 4 °C, respectively. Labeled samples were mounted with anti-fade Vectashield medium (Vector Laboratories, Inc.). For NMJ preparations, larvae were dissected in HL3 saline (+1.5 mM Ca 2+ ) and the fillets were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde solution (Wako) for 30 min at room temperature. Subsequent immunohistochemical processing was done as described for MB preparations. For staining with anti-GluRIIA, the dissection was done in HL3 saline (+1.5 mM Ca 2+ ) and the fillets were fixed for 3 min with Bouin's solution (Sigma-Aldrich). Fixed samples were then processed as above. For staining cultured neurons, cells were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde solution (Wako) for 20 min at room temperature and stained using the protocol described for MB tissue. Confocal images were captured with a Zeiss LSM510 microscope.
The following antibodies were used: goatFITC-conjugated anti-horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch), rat anti-CadN (1:200; EX-#8; Iwai et al., 1997) , mouse anti-SYN (1:10; 3C11; DSHB), mouse anti-BRP (1:100; nc82; DSHB), mouse anti-FAS II (1:5; 1D4; DSHB), mouse anti-GluRIIA (1:50; 8B4D2; DSHB), mouse anti-NRT (1:10; BP106; DSHB), rat anti-mCD8α (1:100; Invitrogen), and FITC-, DyLyght488-, Cy3-, DyLyght649-, and Cy5-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch). Alexa Fluor-conjugated phalloidin was diluted 1:50 (Invitrogen).
MARCM system
The following genotypes were examined for loss-of-function analysis: hs-flp UASmCD8GFP; CadN M19 FRT40A/tub-Gal80 FRT40A; OK107/+ and hs-flp UAS-mCD8GFP; CadN Δ14 FRT40A/tub-Gal80 FRT40A; OK107/+. The following genotype was examined for gain-of-function analysis: hs-flp UAS-mCD8GFP/UAS-CadN; FRT40A/tub-Gal80 FRT40A; OK107/+. Eggs were collected within a 2-h window on standard fly food at 25 °C. For marking MB clones generated at first instar stage, a 60-min heat shock (37 °C) was applied at 27 h after the start of egg collection. Clones were examined at the wandering larval stage. For marking MB clones generated at the early third instar stage, a 60-min heat shock (37 °C) was applied at 75 h after the start of egg collection. Clones were examined at the wandering larval stage. For marking MB clones generated at mid-pupal stage, eggs were collected within a 4-h window. A 60-min heat shock at 37 °C was applied at 172 h after the start of egg collection. Clones were examined at the adult stage.
Cell culture
Primary cell cultures of Drosophila embryonic neurons were prepared as described previously (Katsuki et al., 2009) . To detect neurons, elav-Gal4 UAS-mCD8GFP flies were used. Briefly, neurons before undergoing axogenesis were obtained at embryonic stages 9-11. The dissociated cells were suspended in Schneider's Drosophila medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, and cultured on glass-bottom dishes (MatTek) coated with 1 mg/ml poly-DL-ornithine (Sigma-Aldrich). Cell density was adjusted to minimize cell-cell contacts. Cultures were kept at 25 °C without additional CO 2 and fixed 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 , and 48 h after seeding.
Quantitative analysis
For the quantification of GluR fields, third instar larval fillets of wild type and mutants were stained with anti-GluRIIA, and Type Ib boutons on muscle 4 of A3 segments were captured with identical gain, offset, AOTF, and zoom levels on a Zeiss LSM510 microscope. The captured image stacks were processed with IMARIS 7 (Bitplane) 3D image analysis software. By using the surface wizard, reliable visualization of GluR fields was obtained in wild-type samples, and the mean surface areas of GluR fields were then determined in wild type and mutants. The settings included smooth (0.13 μm), background subtraction (largest sphere diameter, 0.3 μm; threshold, 2.5 μm 2 ), and seed detection diameters (0.3 μm).
For the quantification of CadN and SYN expression levels in cultured neurons, neurons expressing mCD8GFP were double-stained with anti-CadN and anti-SYN, and confocal images were captured with the identical gain, offset, AOTF, and zoom levels throughout the culture time. Captured images were analyzed semi-automatically using a custom program written in R software (The R Foundation) with the EBImage package. Binary image masks of neurons were created based on mCD8GFP fluorescence and were used to measure immunofluorescence intensities of CadN and SYN. Background subtraction was done by manually selecting a 50 pixel by 50 pixel background area in each image. For statistical processing, outliers detected with the Grubbs' test were excluded from further analysis.
dTRPA1 activation
To express dTRPA1 in the MB and mark those neurons with CD8GFP, the 201Y/+; UASmCD8GFP/UAS-dTRPA1 genotype was examined. Eggs were collected within a 3-h window on standard fly food at 18 °C. The embryos were kept at 18 °C until wandering larvae first emerged on the wall. These wandering larvae were examined as controls without dTRPA1 activation. The remaining larvae in the food were shifted to 29 °C for heatactivation of dTRPA1. After 3, 6, or 9 h of dTRPA1 activation at 29 °C, wandering larvae were examined.
Results
CadN expression patterns are developmentally regulated in MB neurons
To explore the role of CadN in developing neurons and mature neurons, we first focused on the larval MB, a bilateral neural structure that receives inputs from the olfactory system (Fig. 1A) . In each brain hemisphere, MB neurons are produced by four neuroblasts that continuously proliferate up to the late pupal stage (Ito and Hotta, 1992) . MB neurons extend dendrites into a glomerular structure called the calyx (Fig. 1B ) that receives inputs from the olfactory projection neurons (PNs). The axons of MB neurons from each lineage fasciculate into a bundle to form the peduncle, a parallel tract that extends ventrally and then splits into two branches, the dorsal and medial lobes (Fig. 1B) . The internal organization of the MB axon bundle reflects the temporal order of neuronal birth; axons from sequentially generated later-born neurons project into the core of the peduncle and displace the older core axons to the periphery, establishing a concentric layer arrangement (Kurusu et al., 2002) .
We determined CadN expression patterns in the third instar MBs by anti-CadN immunostaining. Here, developing neurons were visualized by lower levels of mCD8GFP expression driven by OK107-GAL4 (OK107>GFP), and mature neurons by stronger expression of OK107>GFP (Kurusu et al., 2002) . Strong CadN immunoreactivity was detected in the cell bodies of developing MB neurons (Fig. 1C) as well as in the core axons of peduncles and lobes (arrowheads in Fig. 1E and F). In contrast, CadN expression was dramatically downregulated in the cell bodies of mature neurons (Fig. 1C) . Downregulation of CadN was also seen in the mature axons located at the periphery of the peduncles and lobes ( Fig. 1E and F) . Moreover, CadN signals in the periphery of peduncle were punctate when observed in cross-section (see bracket in Fig. 1E ), whereas CadN in the developing neurons was uniformly distributed along the axons ( Fig. 1E and F).
Similarly to third instar MB axons, core axons in first and second instar larvae intensely expressed CadN, while expression in surrounding mature axons was much weaker (Sup. 
CadN is localized to synaptic regions in mature MB dendrites
Although mature neurons showed diminished levels of CadN in their cell bodies and axons, significant levels of CadN signals were detected in the calyx of third instar larvae and adults ( Fig. 1D and Fig. 2 ), indicating that CadN is localized to dendrites in mature neurons. To further define CadN localization in the dendrites, we focused on the adult calycal sections at high resolution, and compared localization patterns of CadN with synaptic markers. MB dendritic endings in the calyx form microglomerular structures harboring presynaptic terminals from olfactory PNs, displaying most characteristics of postsynaptic specialization including actin enrichment and postsynaptic regulators ( Fig. 2A) (Yasuyama et al., 2002; Leiss et al., 2009 ). The microglomerulus is observed as a ring-like structure by mCD8GFP expression under OK107-Gal4 ( Fig. 2B and C) . CadN signals partially overlapped the microglomerular rings with slight penetration into the inner region (Fig. 2B , C, and F), where presynaptic terminals of PNs labeled with anti-Synapsin (SYN) are concentrated (Fig. 2D and F) . Postsynaptic localization of CadN was evident from colocalization of CadN and Discs large (DLG), a PSD-95 homolog in Drosophila (Fig. 2E ). These results suggest that CadN is localized to the MB input synapses.
CadN is required for fasciculation, proper outgrowth, and branching of axons in developing MB neurons
To determine if CadN is required for correct axon guidance during MB development, we analyzed several widely used CadN mutants. The CadN locus contains three modules of alternatively spliced exons and encodes 12 isoforms (Ting et al., 2005) . CadN 18A stop contains a nonsense mutation within alternative exon 18a, resulting in the production of variants containing exon 18b (Nern et al., 2005) . CadN M12 is a hypomorphic mutant that contains an amino acid substitution within the conserved cadherin domain among isoforms (Iwai et al., 1997) . CadN M19 is a truncation mutant that is thought to be null (Iwai et al., 1997) . CadN Δ14 is a deletion mutant that eliminates CadN and its sister gene CadN2 . Because CadN null mutants showed embryonic lethality, we first examined two viable transheterozygous mutant combinations (CadN M12 /CadN Δ14 and CadN 18A stop /CadN Δ14 ). In these experiments, mature axons in the third instar larval MB were visualized with anti-Fasciclin II (FasII) (Kurusu et al., 2000) and the core axons were visualized by phalloidin staining (Kurusu et al., 2002) .
The CadN hypomorphic mutant CadN M12 /CadN Δ14 had significant defects in axonal morphology. In 100% (15/15) of wild types, the medial lobes extended toward and terminated near the edge of a midline region (Fig. 3A) , while in 64% (9/14) of CadN M12 mutants, the medial lobes extended beyond the termination zone to fuse at the midline (star in Fig. 3C ). This suggests that CadN is required for stopping medial branching at the midline. Moreover, in 43% (12/48) of the mutant MBs, the dorsal lobes were reduced or entirely absent (Fig. 3C) . Peduncle cross-sections revealed that 57% (16/28) of mutant MBs had smaller core bundles than wild types (n = 30) ( Fig. 3B and D) even though neurons were produced at the normal rate (Sup. Fig. 2 ). The small size in the mutant core bundles probably reflects reduced fasciculation of developing axons as they extend into the peduncle. In contrast to the hypomorphic mutants, the MB defects observed in the CadN 18A stop /CadN Δ14 mutant were mild (ML fusion, 1/14; branch defect, 4/24; fasciculation defect, 2/28) ( Fig. 3E and F) , indicating that CadN variants including alternative exon 18b can partially rescue the normal MB axonal morphology in the presence of the CadN Δ14 deletion mutation. Thus, CadN variants containing exon 18b are probably the major isoforms mediating fasciculation and midline termination of developing axons in the medial lobe.
To precisely define the role of CadN in MB development, we examined the null mutants CadN M19 and CadN Δ14 using the mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker (MARCM) system, which produces inducible null mutant clones with selective GFP-labeling on a heterozygous genetic background (Lee et al., 1999) . The clones were induced at the first instar stage and analyzed for their axonal structure at the third instar stage. Both CadN M19 and CadN Δ14 mutant clones exhibited a medial-lobe overextension phenotype (Control, 0/10; CadN M19 , 8/14; CadN Δ14 , 4/13) ( Fig. 3H and data not shown) similar to those seen in whole animals bearing the hypomorphic mutations (Fig. 3C) . Mutation of the CadN2 gene (CadN2 Δ7 ) did not show any morphological MB defects (Sup. Fig. 3 ), indicating that the CadN Δ14 phenotype is due to loss of CadN. No branching defects were observed in CadN M19 and CadN Δ14 mutant clones, suggesting that the deficits observed in the hypomorphic CadN M12 /CadN Δ14 mutant larvae, with dorsal lobes reduced or absent, may only emerge when all MB axons lack functional CadN or when clone size is larger. These results suggest that CadN is required for proper extension of MB axons.
CadN null mutations caused a mild defasciculation phenotype in addition to the medial lobe fusion phenotype. The core axons were examined by dissecting third instar larvae shortly after clone induction. While each wild-type clone formed a single unified fascicle in the core (Fig. 3I ), 18% (4/22) of CadN Δ14 mutant clones produced multiple (>3) core bundles (Fig.   3J ). Although penetrance was lower than the medial-lobe overextension phenotype, it was comparable to defasciculation phenotypes observed in mutants of other axon-guidance molecules (see Discussion). Thus, the null mutation analyses with MARCM revealed that CadN is required for fasciculation of MB axons.
The strong CadN expression observed in developing neurons was markedly downregulated during development and maintained at low levels in mature neurons (Fig. 1) , implying that downregulation of CadN in mature neurons is critical for proper MB development. To test this, we overexpressed CadN specifically in mature neurons using 201Y-Gal4, which is expressed only in mature MB neurons at larval stage (Kurusu et al., 2002) . CadN overexpression in mature neurons caused severe deficits in axon guidance (reduced medial lobes, 6/13, arrowhead in Fig. 3M ; split core bundles, 5/7, arrowheads in Fig. 3N ). The defects may be caused by an increased affinity between developing axons and the surrounding layer of mature axons. Thus, downregulation of CadN in mature neurons is likely to be required for proper development of MB axonal structure, possibly by reducing the affinity between developing and mature axons.
CadN affects the elaboration of fine dendritic processes in the MB calyx
Co-labeling MBs with antibodies against CadN and pre-and postsynaptic proteins suggests that mature neurons express CadN near synaptic terminals in calyx dendrites (see Fig. 2 ). To determine if CadN expression is necessary for proper morphogenesis of synaptic terminals in MBs, we examined development of dendritic terminal structures in wild-type and mutant adults using confocal microscopy. The adult MB contains at least three sets of neurons (γ, α ′/β′, and α/β) that differ in birth order and occupied lobes (Lee et al., 1999) . We focused on α/β neurons, which are implicated in long-term olfactory memory (Pascual and Préat, 2001) , and captured high resolution images of single or two-cell clones induced at mid-pupal stage and dissected in adults. Wild-type clones exhibited several dendritic branches from the main shaft, most of which (77%, 66/96) terminated in characteristic claw-like structures with fine processes (Fig. 4A and indicated with blue arrowheads in Fig. 4B ) that form postsynaptic specializations and microglomeruli apposed to presynaptic terminals from olfactory PNs (see Fig. 2A ) (Yasuyama et al., 2002; Leiss et al., 2009 ). In CadN M19 null mutant clones, 48% (78/163) of dendritic endings became small with less complex processes (classified as "small" in Fig. 4A and indicated with magenta arrowheads in Fig. 4C ) and 13% (20/163) of endings resulted in the complete loss of fine processes (classified as "loss" in Fig. 4A and indicated with green arrowhead in Fig. 4C ). These results indicate that CadN is required for the elaboration of the fine dendritic processes.
We also performed CadN overexpression in which CadN was induced at the timing of clone induction. 72% (73/101) of endings showed "loss" defects completely lacking fine processes ( Fig. 4A and green arrowheads in Fig. 4D ), suggesting that proper elaboration of dendritic fine processes requires an optimal range of CadN expression. However, since CadN was driven by OK 107 in this experiment, it remains unclear whether the gain-of-function phenotype in dendrites was due to the effect of continuous CadN overexpression from developing stage through to mature stage, or the effect of CadN overexpression only during the mature stage. To distinguish these possibilities, we induced CadN specifically in mature neurons using 201Y-Gal4, which is expressed only in mature MB neurons at larval stage (Kurusu et al., 2002) and examined whole larval calyx, since there is no Gal4-driver to be expressed specifically in mature neurons at pupal stage. Specific induction of CadN in mature neurons resulted in loss of microglomerular structures and reduced staining of synaptic molecules such as DLG and SYN in the larval calyx (Control, 0/24; GOF, 24/24) (Sup. Fig. 4) . Thus, downregulation of CadN expression level is likely to be required for proper formation of dendritic endings.
CadN expression shifts from axons to synapses during development of the neuromuscular system
To test whether the developmental changes in CadN expression and function are specific for MB neurons or are commonly found in other neural circuits of Drosophila, we examined the embryonic/larval neuromuscular system. Axons of motoneurons exiting the ventral nerve cord enter two distinct nerve roots, the intersegmental nerve (ISN) and segmental nerve.
Motor axons remain within these nerves until they reach their target muscle fields, where they turn away from the nerve bundle and form synapses on the appropriate muscle fibers. Intense CadN immunoreactivity was detected throughout the developing axons of motoneurons (arrows in Fig. 5A ) and within growth cones projecting onto muscles (arrowheads in Fig. 5A ). We also detected CadN immunoreactivity in fibrous structures, likely muscle myopodia, adjacent to growth cones (Fig. 5A') .
In contrast to axonal CadN localization in embryonic motoneurons, functionally mature motoneurons of third instar larvae exhibited reduced levels of CadN expression in their axonal shafts (arrows in Fig. 5B ), while punctate accumulation was clearly observed at Type I NMJs (brackets in Fig. 5B ). Double staining with anti-CadN and the active zone marker, anti-Bruchpilot (BRP), revealed CadN expression adjacent to and partially overlapping presynaptic active zones (Fig. 5C) . Similarly, high-magnification images of boutons stained with anti-GluRIIA demonstrated CadN accumulations surrounding GluR clusters on postsynaptic muscle (arrowheads in Fig. 5D and E) . Furthermore, these postsynaptic CadN accumulations were adjacent to microzones on the presynaptic membrane stained with anti-HRP (arrows in Fig. 5D and E) , supporting the notion that N-cadherin is important for the homophilic interaction between presynaptic and postsynaptic sites (Suzuki and Takeichi, 2008) . Thus, similarly to MB neurons, motoneurons showed temporal changes in CadN expression and subcellular distribution; CadN, initially distributed along entire axons of embryonic motoneurons, was later downregulated and concentrated at perisynaptic regions in mature motoneurons.
CadN functions in motor axon guidance, NMJ growth, and GluR clustering
Given the similar developmental pattern of expression to MB neurons, CadN may also be necessary for correct motor axon patterning. We focused on the ISNb pathway that leaves the ISN and forms characteristic projections onto the ventrolateral muscle field (Fig. 6A) . Motor axon phenotypes were analyzed in embryos from stage 16 to early stage 17 by scoring the projection of axon stained with anti-FasII antibody in A2-A7 segments. In wild type, almost all ISNb projections (94% of hemisegments, 34/36) crossed the internal face of muscle 13 to reach the ventral edge of muscle 12 (arrow in Fig. 6A ). In the CadN null mutant CadN M19 /CadN Δ14 , 31% (18/58) of ISNb hemisegments displayed strong axon guidance phenotypes; four axons (22%) failed to innervate muscle 12 and instead projected to another muscle (Fig. 6B) , four axons (22%) entered muscle 12 but targeted a transverse nerve (Fig. 6C) , six axons (33%) failed to leave the ISN pathway and innervated muscle 12 from the dorsal side (Fig. 6D) , and four axons (22%) exhibited a stall phenotype in which the ISNb was truncated ventral to muscle 13 (data not shown). These diverse phenotypes suggest that CadN is required at multiple steps in motor axon pathfinding.
Accumulation of CadN at the presynaptic and the adjacent postsynaptic sites suggests that CadN is involved in synaptogenesis. To examine this, we used hypomorphic CadN M12 and CadN 18A stop alleles in transheterozygous combinations with CadN Δ14 . Note that axonal projection patterns of motoneurons in these hypomorphic mutants were normal at the third instar larval stage (Sup. Fig. 5 ). Although CadN M12 mutant boutons showed normal morphology (Fig. 6G) , CadN 18A stop mutant boutons were smaller and irregularly shaped compared with wild-type boutons (Fig. 6E, F , and Sup. Fig. 6A, B) , suggesting that the CadN isoforms containing exon 18a are essential for regulating bouton growth. We also investigated whether CadN mutations affect synaptic organization by staining NMJs with anti-GluRIIA and quantifying the mean surface area of postsynaptic GluR clusters. The expression level of GluRs was reduced in CadN 18A stop mutants compared with wild types (Sup. Fig. 6A and B) . The intensities of GluR staining were rendered in 3D surface visualization (Fig. 6E1-G1 ). The surface rendering revealed that the CadN 18A stop mutation resulted in a significant reduction in receptor field surface area compared to wild types, while CadN M12 mutants were normal (Wild type: 4.10 ± 0.194 μm 2 SD, n = 8; CadN 18A stop : 3.25 ± 0.357, n = 10; CadN M12 : 4.22 ± 0.283, n = 10) (Fig. 6H) . We also examined active zone formation with anti-BRP staining; however, no obvious alteration was observed in CadN 18A stop mutants (Sup. Fig. 6C and D) , indicating that 18a-containing CadN isoforms are required for the proper accumulation of GluR receptors but not for presynaptic active zone formation.
Consistent with the synaptic phenotypes, CadN immunoreactivity at the NMJ was considerably reduced in the CadN 18A stop mutants (Fig. 6I and J) . Moreover, a similar expression profile was observed in the larval MB; CadN signals in CadN 18A stop mutants were reduced in the mature MB calyx but prominent in developing axons (Fig. 6K and compare with Fig. 1D ). Since the anti-CadN antibody recognizes an epitope present in all isoforms, the selective loss of CadN signals in CadN 18A stop mutants indicates that 18a-containing isoforms are dominant in mature motoneurons and MB neurons.
A cell-autonomous developmental switch in CadN expression
To investigate the mechanisms of switching in CadN expression, we tested whether extrinsic cues from synaptic contacts are required for CadN expression changes using a low-density primary cell culture system. In this system, neurons extend axons and develop presynaptic specializations without making synaptic contact with other cells, concomitantly with normal control of expression of cell surface proteins such as Robo3 and Derailed (Drl) (Katsuki et al., 2009 ). Cells were dissociated from mid-stage embryos and cultures were fixed every 6 h after seeding, followed by staining with anti-CadN and anti-SYN (Fig. 7 ). Neurons were identified by expression of elav-Gal4>mCD8GFP, and SYN expression was measured to determine the differentiation state of presynaptic specializations. After 6 h in culture, neurons expressed high levels of CadN along axons ( Fig. 7A and C) but lacked detectable SYN expression (Fig. 7B-D) , indicating their immature state. After 18 h in culture, CadN expression started to diminish and showed a punctate pattern ( Fig. 7A and E) , while SYN expression was upregulated and appeared as puncta in distal axons ( Fig. 7B and E) , consistent with neuronal maturation. High-magnification images revealed CadN puncta colocalized with SYN puncta in distal axons (Fig. 7F ) in addition to solitary CadN puncta in proximal axons, suggesting that CadN is present in presynaptic specialization. As culture duration increased to 36 h, diffuse CadN immunoreactivity continued to decrease (Fig. 7A and G), while punctate SYN and CadN colocalization in distal axons increased further ( Fig.  7B and H) . Thus, CadN downregulation and changes in subcellular localization can take place in the absence of synaptic inputs from other cells.
Downregulation of CadN expression can be triggered by cation influx
Spontaneous intracellular ion transients can occur independently of synaptic input in developing neurons and the resulting changes in intracellular ionic concentrations act as triggers for neuronal development (Moody, 1998; Spitzer, 2002; Spitzer, 2006) . To test if cation influx in developing Drosophila neurons affects CadN expression, we examined flies expressing the Drosophila heat-activated cation channel dTRPA1, which allows nonselective cation influx and causes neuronal depolarization (Hamada et al., 2008; Pulver et al., 2009 ). To activate dTRPA1 in MB neurons, third instar larvae carrying UAS-dTRPA1 and OK107-Gal4 were grown at nonpermissive temperature for 3, 6, or 9 h. In MBs dissected from larvae grown at permissive temperature and from minimal control larvae with heat shock alone in the absence of TRPA1, CadN displayed wild-type expression patterns; strong expression in cell bodies and core axons of developing neurons and low expression in mature neurons (Fig. 8A-D) . Activation of dTRPA1 for 3 h did not induce any observable changes in CadN expression in MB neurons (data not shown), while heatactivation for 6 or 9 h caused a reduction in CadN expression level in developing neurons similar to that observed in wild-type mature neurons (6 h, data not shown; 9 h, Fig. 8E and  F) . The result could not be explained by loss of developing neurons because the expression of Neurotactin (NRT), another CAM (Hortsch et al., 1990; de la Escalera et al., 1990) , was strongly expressed in most inner core axons as in wild type, indicating an intact production of neurons (Fig. 8A-F) . Moreover, the reduced expression of CadN induced by dTRPA1 activation did not affect formation of MB substructures such as the fasciculation of developing neurons and the branching pattern (Fig. 8F and data not shown) . Thus, sustained dTRPA1 activation can induce precocious downregulation of CadN in developing MB neurons (see summary indicated in Sup. Fig. 7) . It also indicates that not all CAMs are affected equally by dTRPA1 activation (Sup. Fig. 7 ).
Because dTRPA1 can induce cation influx and resulting depolarization, we examined whether neuronal depolarization is required for downregulation of CadN expression in MB neurons. To repress neuronal excitability, we overexpressed a human inwardly rectifying K + channel (Kir 2.1 ), which is known to induce hyperpolarization and eliminate action potentials in Drosophila (Baines et al., 2001 ). Kir 2.1 overexpression in MB neurons did not affect CadN expression patterns (Fig. 8G-J) . The same result was confirmed by an alternative neuronal suppression technique using Drosophila open rectifier K + channel (dORK), whose overexpression silences action potentials in Drosophila (Nitabach et al., 2002 ) (data not shown). These results indicate that neuronal depolarization is dispensable for the developmental switch in CadN expression levels. Taken together, these results suggest that developmental switching of CadN expression levels might be controlled by intracellular ionic concentrations.
Discussion
N-cadherins participate in multiple aspects of neural circuit formation, but it remains unclear how these phase-specific functions are coordinated. In this paper, we show that Drosophila CadN exhibits distinct expression patterns in developing versus mature neurons of the MB and neuromuscular system, with ubiquitous expression in developing axons and highly restricted synaptic localization in differentiated neurons (Fig. 1, 2 , and 5). Mutant analyses reveal that CadN is required for proper axonal pathfinding and fasciculation in developing neurons ( Fig. 3 and 6 ) and for formation of normal synapses by more mature neurons (Fig. 4  and 6 ). We examined CadN expression in dilute neuronal cultures and found that downregulation and relocalization can be mediated by cell-intrinsic programs and do not require synaptic contacts with other cells (Fig. 7) . These intrinsic programs may involve a developmentally regulated influx of cations, since ectopic expression of a nonselective cation channel prematurely induces transition in the CadN expression pattern in vivo (Fig.   8 ). Our findings provide a plausible mechanism for the execution of multiple developmental functions by CadN in the same neuronal population.
CadN has multiple stage-specific functions in individual neurons
Our systematic mutant analysis revealed diverse functions of CadN in MB neurons and motoneurons. In MB development, CadN participates in the fasciculation and proper extension of developing axons as well as affecting the elaboration of fine dendritic processes in the calyx (Fig. 3 and 4) . In neuromuscular networks, CadN is required at multiple steps in embryonic motor axon pathfinding and also for bouton growth and GluR clustering in larval NMJs (Fig. 6) . A fundamental question is how CadN exhibits such diverse functions. One possibility is that the dynamic changes of CadN expression in the course of neuronal development allow CadN to act at different cellular and developmental contexts. For example, high levels of expression throughout the axons in developing neurons might be required for fasciculation and extension of axons, while highly restricted expression at synaptic sites in mature neurons might be involved in establishment and maintenance of synapses. Indeed, manipulation of CadN expression levels and timing affect both axon guidance and synapse formation in MBs (Fig. 3K-N and Sup. Fig. 4) . Thus, although our study does not provide direct evidence to show that distinct localization is responsible for different functions of CadN, these phenotypic analyses, together with expression analyses, underscore the importance of CadN expression controls.
Spatial and temporal regulation of CadN expression within a neuron may not be the only mechanism for the multi-functionality of CadN. Other cell surface proteins might work cooperatively with CadN to confer distinct functional properties on the CadN adhesion system. In the peduncle regions of the MB, loss of CadN resulted in defasciculation of core axons with low penetrance (Fig. 3) , suggesting that adhesion among core axons is regulated by the axonal localization of CadN. Similar MB defasciculation and low-penetrance defects are observed in Dscam (encoding the Down Syndrome CAM) and Ptp69D (encoding a receptor tyrosine phosphatase (RPTP)) mutants. Similarly to CadN, these proteins are selectively expressed on core axons (Zhan et al., 2004; Kurusu and Zinn, 2008) . Other MB defects caused by CadN mutations included overextension phenotypes, in which medial lobe axons leave their bundles and extend across the midline into the contralateral medial lobe (Fig. 3) . This suggests that CadN negatively regulates axon extension, perhaps by maintaining strong interaxonal adhesion. Similar phenotypes are found in drl (MoreauFauvarque et al., 1998) and Lar mutants (Kurusu and Zinn, 2008) . Drl is a receptor tyrosine kinase, and LAR is an RPTP. CadN and LAR are also required for targeting of Drosophila R1-6 retinal axons Prakash et al., 2009 ). Thus, it is possible that CadN cooperatively functions with these proteins to exert multiple roles during circuit formation.
CadN was also required for several aspects of synaptogenesis, including synaptic terminal growth and postsynaptic receptor clustering (Fig. 4 and 6) . The CadN mutations perturbed the elaboration of fine processes on MB dendrites and the morphology of NMJs, deficits reminiscent of the perturbed spine morphogenesis in hippocampal neurons expressing dominant negative N-cadherin (Togashi et al., 2002; Bozdagi et al., 2004; Okamura et al., 2004) . These data suggest that CadN/N-cadherin may have a conserved role in the growth of synaptic terminals. We also demonstrated the selective expression of CadN 18a isoforms in mature neurons (Fig. 6) . Yonekura et al. (2006) showed that 18a isoforms had lower adhesive activity than 18b isoforms and hypothesized that the weak cell-cell interaction mediated by 18a isoforms allows for synaptic changes in morphology (plasticity), while the strong interaction by 18b isoforms contributes to axonal guidance mechanisms that produce stable neuronal circuits. Our data support this notion, but the exact functions of 18a and 18b isoforms remain to be elucidated.
Our data suggest an important role for CadN in clustering of postsynaptic GluRs, again consistent with N-cadherin function in vertebrates. Vertebrate N-cadherin is known to be concentrated at the edges of synaptic areas (Yamagata et al., 1995; Fannon and Colman, 1996; Uchida et al., 1996; Benson and Tanaka, 1998; Elste and Benson 2006) . N-cadherin interacts with AMPA receptors, forming complexes that can stimulate synaptic development (Nuriya and Huganir, 2006; Saglietti et al., 2007) . Other GluRs, such as NMDA and kainate receptors, may also form complexes with N-cadherins (Husi et al., 2000; Coussen et al., 2002) . These data suggest that regulation of receptor clustering is a conserved function of CadN/N-cadherin, at least at glutamatergic synapses. Furthermore, we showed that CadN mutations affect the elaboration of MB dendritic endings that receive cholinergic inputs from olfactory PNs (Fig. 4 ; Yasuyama et al., 2002) . Thus, it would be interesting to know whether CadN/N-cadherin is involved in the organization of other types of receptors such as the acetylcholine receptor.
Potential regulatory mechanisms directing developmental switches in CadN expression and subcellular localization
Our data show that CadN expression patterns change during development. The differential sub-cellular distributions of CAMs are sometimes directed by their amino acid sequences. Proteolytic cleavage of the N-terminal prodomain is involved in N-cadherin targeting to vertebrate synapses, but the Drosophila CadN gene does not encode the prodomain (Koch et al., 2004; Latefi et al., 2009 ). DSCAM splice isoforms carrying different transmembrane domains are targeted to distinct subcellular domains of neurons (Wang et al., 2004) . CadN isoforms contain one of two different transmembrane domains encoded by exon 18a or 18b, and our mutant analysis revealed that the CadN 18A stop mutation reduced CadN immunoreactivity in mature synapses of the MB and at NMJs, but not in developing neurons (Fig. 6 ). This suggests that 18a-containing isoforms are predominantly expressed in synaptic regions. Similarly, enrichment of 18a isoforms was detected in adult eyes, while the 18b isoforms dominated in developing eye discs (Nern et al., 2005; Yonekura et al., 2006) . Thus, the developmental transition from the 18b to the 18a isoforms is probably common in the Drosophila nervous system. Although 18a-and 18b-containing isoforms fused to GFP reporters show no difference in axon versus dendrite localization in both MB neurons and motoneurons (Hsu et al., 2009) , the difference between CadN transmembrane domains might define microdomains to be localized in subcellular regions. Alternatively, a transacting mechanism that differs between developing and mature neurons alters CadN subcellular localization.
What are the mechanisms that trigger the developmental switch in CadN expression? Our low-density culture experiment demonstrated that synaptic inputs are not required for downregulation of CadN expression (Fig. 7) . Neuronal depolarization was also dispensable for the downregulation, but activation of the temperature-sensitive cation channel, dTRPA1, was sufficient to downregulate CadN expression in developing MB neurons in vivo (Fig. 8) .
This suggests that a developmentally regulated cation influx pathway triggers the developmental transition in CadN expression. Calcium influx is the signal most likely to be responsible, because it is a critical signal that triggers many neurodevelopmental evens (Spitzer, 2002; Spitzer, 2006) . We therefore hypothesize that spontaneous calcium transients in developing neurons are responsible for downregulation of CadN expression. Some embryonic motoneurons do show small inward calcium currents during specific developmental stages (Baines and Bate, 1998; Rohrbough et al., 2003) and cultured neurons derived from the developing MB can generate spontaneous calcium transients (Jiang et al., 2005) . In vertebrates, spontaneous calcium transients occur prior to synapse formation (Moody, 1998; Spitzer, 2002; Spitzer, 2006) . Furthermore, patterned electrical stimulation, presumably causing voltage-dependent calcium influx, can downregulate N-cadherin expression in cultured dorsal root ganglion neurons (Itoh et al., 1997) . Future microfluorometric imaging experiments and cell signaling assays are required to examine the cation or calcium dependence of CadN regulation and targeting.
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